
FOn's Founding Ceremony—April 30, 1995 

I'On was founded on April 30, 1995 at about 8:30 in the morning when Vince Graham 
and other participants in the planning " charette" traveled from Charleston to the vicinity of Shel
more Point. They walked into the marsh somewhat to the South and West of the Creek Club 
where they prepared a mixture of soil from surrounding communities. Some material indicates 
wine, seawater and milk were also included.. They anointed each other with this mixture and 
committed themselves to the creation of a community radically different from anything being built 
in the area. A prayer and literary readings were pres ented while standing in the marsh. While the ^ 
ceremony was unusual, I 'On was one of only a handfril of New Urbanist Traditional Neighbor
hood Developments planned in the United States at the time and this ceremony was conceived as 
a conscious beginning of our community. Places like I 'On were regarded as impractical and few 
of the existing TNDs had been around long enough to demonstrate such ideas could actually still 
work. 

It is important to understand that on that date I 'On was a collection of neglected fields 
dotted with piles of rusting equipment and junk and two large, muddy lakes. Thus this moment is 
a visionary commitment to the possibilities of our community. 
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L^/i1- the program for the ceremony was written on the 
front of an envelope used to mix the soils which still shows 
stains from the plujf mud. 

Below- Words from Author and Critic Jane Jacobs 
read at ceremony. 

Both from thefiles of Thel'On Company courtesy of 
Vince Graham. 
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Left- Prayers read at ceremony. The third (checked) is believed to 
be the one used. 
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Ceremony Participants standing in the Marsh. Among the books 
read from was the Prince of Tides by Pat Conroy. 
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Left, Mixing the 
Materials, enve
lope and note 
on page one are 
visible. 

Some watched from high ground Nationally acclaimed planner 
Andres Duaney is show in this group. Much of the basic plan for 
POn was developed by his firm. Apparently at this moment the 
group has realized those in the marsh are sinking in the soft mud 
Below, the mud stained shoes. 

Captions and 
commentary by 
William Hamil
ton 
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